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Muscle fatigue, a reduction in force as a consequence of exercise, is an important factor for any animal that moves, and can result from both peripheral and/or central mechanisms. Although much is known about whole-limb force generation and activation patterns in fatigued muscles under sustained isometric contractions, little is known about the in vivo dynamics of limb muscle function in relation to whole-body fatigue. Here we show that limb kinematics and contractile function in the lateral (LG) and medial (MG) gastrocnemius of helmeted guineafowl (Numida meleagris) are significantly altered following fatiguing exercise at 2 m s⁻¹ on an inclined treadmill. The two most significant findings were that the variation in muscle force generation, measured directly from the muscles’ tendons, increased significantly with fatigue, and fascicle shortening in the proximal MG, but not the distal MG, decreased significantly with fatigue. We suggest that the former is a potential mechanism for decreased stability associated with fatigue. The region-specific alteration of fascicle behaviour within the MG as a result of fatigue suggests a complex response to fatigue that probably depends on muscle–aponeurosis and tendon architecture not previously explored. These findings highlight the importance of studying the integrative in vivo dynamics of muscle function in response to fatigue.
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1. INTRODUCTION

For over a century, scientists have been captivated and challenged by the mechanisms and effects of muscle fatigue (Mosso 1891; Giulio et al. 2006). Muscle fatigue can be defined as a reduction in maximum muscle force during exercise (Barry & Enoka 2007), but there are several complex mechanisms that involve both central (neural) and peripheral factors (Bigland-Ritchie & Woods 1984; Fitts 1994). Given that muscle function is essential for executing a broad range of motor behaviours, fatigue probably has significant implications for the fitness of an individual.

Because a drop in the maximum force-generating capabilities of a muscle (i.e. fatigue) occurs shortly after the onset of exercise (Barry & Enoka 2007), the level of muscle fatigue depends strongly on the duration and intensity of exercise. Fatigue need not result in the inability to perform a task, which has led researchers to examine muscle fatigue as it relates to ‘task failure’ (the point at which a task cannot be maintained; Barry & Enoka 2007). This permits an evaluation of fatigue at a stage that is standardized among individuals, and potentially species.

Muscle fatigue is commonly assessed in animal models under either in vitro or in situ conditions (Askew et al. 1997; Callister et al. 2004; Syme & Tonks 2004). Studies examining in vivo muscle fatigue in humans have used both controlled (e.g. Babault et al. 2006; Rudroff et al. 2007) and dynamic (e.g. Lorentzon et al. 1988; Lee et al. 2000; Loscher & Nordlund 2002; Dimitrov et al. 2006; Ratel et al. 2006) exercise conditions. Although these studies provide vital information about muscle fatigue, little is known about the changes in the in vivo forces and mechanics of individual muscles associated with fatigue during strenuous activity. In addition, controlled exercise conditions ignore the functional complexity associated with common behaviours, where dynamic movement is essential (Syme & Tonks 2004). When running to fatigue, limb bone strain and limb kinematics are significantly altered (Yoshikawa et al. 1994; Fyhrie et al. 1998; Mizrahi et al. 2000; Christina et al. 2001; Milgrom et al. 2007). For example, muscle fatigue in humans results in changes in lower limb joint angles during running, which in turn cause an increased loading rate of the (vertical) impact ground reaction force (Christina et al. 2001). Thus, it is clear that several aspects of locomotion are altered with the onset of whole-body fatigue. A thorough examination of how muscle function responds to whole-body fatigue is essential for understanding the physiological ramifications of high-intensity exercise.

Not only do muscles interact with one another to generate an overall force at a joint (Higham et al. 2008), but also different parts of a single muscle can exhibit variation in strain (Pappas et al. 2002; Ahn et al. 2003; Soman et al. 2005; Higham & Biewener 2008; Higham et al. 2008), force generation (Carrasco et al. 1999) and motor unit recruitment (English 1984). These layers of complexity could be important during fatigue, as certain muscles (within a group of synergists) or certain parts of a muscle might be more affected by fatigue, and could thus constrain overall muscle function during a demanding behaviour such as running. This is probably the case given that muscles often exhibit regional differences in fibre type composition (Chanaud et al. 1991; Wang & Kernell 2000),
and these fibre types exhibit different physiological characteristics (Kanda & Hashizume 1992; Fitts 1994). Understanding how these inherent physiological differences within a muscle play a role in the response of different muscle regions to fatigue is imperative for understanding how the musculoskeletal system adapts to physiological demands.

To address this issue, we studied the effects of fatigue on skeletal muscle activation patterns and mechanics under dynamic running conditions in the helmeted guineafowl, Numida meleagris. We tested the hypothesis that fatigue has similar effects on the function of two hindlimb muscle synergists, the lateral (LG) and medial (MG) gastrocnemius. In addition, we determined whether fatigue influences the functional heterogeneity within the MG of guineafowl, which has been shown to exhibit substantial regional differences in length change and activation patterns during running (Higham et al. 2008).

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Animals and surgical procedures

Four helmeted guineafowl (N. meleagris), with an average mass of 2.3 ± 0.2 kg, were trained to run on a motorized treadmill. Once trained, each bird was initially anesthetized using a mixture of ketamine and xylazine, and then maintained on 1–2% isoflurane. To measure fascicle length changes, 2 mm sonomicrometry crystal pairs were implanted parallel to the fascicles of the LG, proximal MG (pMG) and distal MG (dMG), and the two crystals of a pair were spaced approximately 11–12 mm apart. Fine-wire electromyography (EMG) electrodes were implanted in the regions of the sonomicrometry crystals. To measure force, E-type stainless steel tendon buckle force transducers were attached to the individual tendons emerging from the LG and MG. Extensive details of these methods can be found elsewhere (Daley & Biewener 2003). The locations of the sonomicrometry crystals and EMG electrodes were verified after experiments via dissection. Each muscle was weighed and dissected to verify muscle physiological cross-sectional area (PCSA) was determined (as in Biewener 2003) to calculate muscle stress (force/PCSA) from muscle–tendon force measurements. Force buckle were calibrated in situ immediately following experiments as described elsewhere (Daley & Biewener 2003).

(b) Fatigue protocol

Each bird ran on an inclined (14°) motorized treadmill until it was unable to maintain the speed of 2 m s⁻¹, which was considered task failure. At this point, the birds were unable to maintain a standing posture on the treadmill, clearly indicating a significant level of whole-body fatigue. This combination of speed and incline approximates the maximal rate of oxygen consumption (\(V_{\text{O}_2\max}\)) for guineafowl (Ellery et al. 2003), which would be expected to produce fatigue. The duration of incline exercise ranged from 5 to 8 min. The five strides immediately preceding task failure were considered to represent a fatigued state and included in the analyses. Change in mean power frequency (MPF) of each EMG signal was also determined. To assess the variability of force generation during normal versus fatigued locomotion, we calculated the coefficient of variation (CV).

(c) Muscle immunohistochemistry

Freshly dissected muscle blocks (approx. 1 cm³) were frozen in isopentane (cooled in liquid N₂), sectioned on a cryotome, and processed using standard immunohistochemistry and histochemistry methods (Serrano et al. 1996; slow twitch, type 1: positive to S58 anti-slow antibody and preincubated pH 4.3 ATPase stain; fast twitch, type IIb: positive to MY32 anti-fast antibody, negative to preincubated pH 4.3 ATPase stain, and positive to pH 10.3 ATPase stain; and fast twitch, type IIa: negative to S58 and MY32 and positive to NADH stain).

(d) Muscle work

Changes in muscle fascicle length were multiplied by force measurements to obtain values of work as a function of time. Values of lengthening and shortening work were summed to obtain the shortening (positive) and lengthening (negative) work done by each muscle and muscle region (pMG and dMG were assumed to exert similar stresses at the muscle’s tendon). Values of work for a given muscle were divided by muscle mass to obtain mass-specific work.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Following 5–8 min of intense exercise on an inclined treadmill (at 2 m s⁻¹), several important functional shifts in hindlimb movements and muscle dynamics occurred as a result of whole-animal fatigue. Stride frequency was significantly lower in the fatigued (2.8 ± 0.04 Hz) trials compared with the non-fatigued (3.1 ± 0.03 Hz) trials (p < 0.05, t-test). This reduction in stride frequency also occurs in humans (Mizrahi et al. 2000) and horses (Wickler et al. 2006) running steadily to fatigue. In addition, we found a non-significant decrease in EMG MPF for the LG (p = 0.06, range: 89–93% relative to non-fatigue), pMG (p = 0.12, range: 93–97% relative to non-fatigue) and dMG (p = 0.2, range: 95–98% relative to non-fatigue), which is a comparable decrease to that found in a recent study of fatigue in dogs (Yoshikawa et al. 1994). The slowing of stride frequency and the reduction in EMG MPF indicate that the muscles are becoming fatigued. In studies of fatigue, the rate of force development of the muscles typically decreases (Fitts 1994). However, this interpretation is often drawn from measures of whole-limb force generation, rather than direct measures of muscle force. By directly measuring muscle force from the individual distal tendons, we found that the time to peak force increased significantly for the MG (p = 0.03, 10 ms increase, 118% of non-fatigued) and non-significantly for the LG (p = 0.06, 7 ms increase, 116% of non-fatigued) of guineafowl under dynamic in vivo conditions, partially supporting prior indirect predictions.

Peak force generation was more variable (measured by the CV) for fatigued strides in both the LG and MG compared with the non-fatigued strides (figure 1; p < 0.05, t-test), indicating that the forces exerted by the muscles were more variable even though the animals were maintaining a steady running speed of 2 m s⁻¹. Despite this, mean peak force did not significantly differ (LG: p = 0.78; MG: p = 0.83, t-tests) between the non-fatigued (LG = 31.9 ± 2.7 N; MG = 36.6 ± 3.2 N) and fatigued (LG = 31.0 ± 1.4 N; MG = 37.5 ± 2.4 N) trials. Owing to an increased variability, higher (and lower) forces relative to non-fatigued values are generated at a comparable level of exercise (figure 1a.b). The increased variability in peak
muscle force generation we observe here could be a general feature of whole-body fatigue, and could reduce the ability of an animal to maintain stability and/or accuracy, which could lead to injury. Indeed, postural stability in humans decreases following fatigue of lower extremity muscles (Salavati et al. 2007). While explanations for decreased stability associated with fatigue include proprioceptive deficiencies, increased muscle reaction time and inappropriate efferent muscle responses (Salavati et al. 2007), our in vivo results suggest that a key mechanism underlying decreased stability is increased variability in muscle force generation, reflecting diminished motor control. Altered tendon compliance, which has been observed in studies of human muscle following repeated contractions (Maganaris et al. 2002), might also be a contributing mechanism to the increased force variability. Maganaris et al. (2002) suggested that altered fascicular shortening (due to tendon creep) could affect the firing of Ia afferents (sensory afferents from muscle spindle stretch receptors), leading to potential errors in muscle activation. Future work combining measures of in vivo muscle function with aponeurosis–tendon strain is needed to gain further insight into the relationship between fatigue-induced force variability and locomotor stability.

Figure 1. Variation in muscle force in relation to fatigue. (a) Medial (MG; dashed black curve) and lateral (LG; solid grey curve) gastrocnemius muscle force for five consecutive non-fatigued strides. (b) MG (dashed black curve) and LG (solid grey curve) muscle force for the five consecutive strides immediately prior to task failure. (c) CV in peak muscle force for the MG and LG. Values for (c) are mean ± s.e.m. *p < 0.05 for differences due to fatigue (black bars, non-fatigued; grey bars, fatigued).

Figure 2. Effects of fatigue on fascicle strain and mass-specific muscle work. (a) Mean fascicle strain from the period of muscle force onset to maximum muscle force for the LG, pMG and dMG under non-fatigued (black bars) and fatigued (grey bars) conditions. (b) Mean fascicle strain from the period of maximum muscle force to muscle force offset for the LG, pMG and dMG under non-fatigued and fatigued conditions (symbols are the same as given in (a)). (c) Mean mass-specific muscle work (both negative and positive) per stride cycle for the LG, pMG and dMG under non-fatigued and fatigued conditions (symbols are the same as given in (a)). Values are mean ± s.e.m. *p < 0.05 for differences due to fatigue.
suggesting that certain parts of muscles are more susceptible to fatigue than others. This is not surprising given that the pMG and dMG of guinea fowl respond differently (in terms of in vivo function) to the changes in locomotor demand (Higham et al. 2008). The differential response to fatigue might be facilitated by the higher proportion of fast-twitch fibres in the pMG relative to the dMG (100% versus 58%; J. W. Hermanson, T. E. Higham & A. A. Biewener 2007, unpublished data). In addition, the relatively stiff distal aponeurosis of the guinea fowl MG probably constrains fascicle shortening (Higham et al. 2008), potentially shielding this region from changes in strain as a result of fatigue. Although tendon creep has been observed following repeated voluntary contractions, Maganaris et al. (2002) found no significant change in aponeurosis strain of the human MG, supporting this as a possible interpretation of our results here.

The reduced shortening of the pMG indicates that the shortening velocity of fascicles in this region of the muscle decreased. Owing to the force–velocity properties of muscle (Hill 1938), fewer motor units would therefore need to be recruited to generate the same amount of force. As overall MG force generation was not influenced by fatigue, this would suggest that fewer motor units are recruited to generate the same amount of force, resulting in decreased amplitude of EMG activity. However, mean spike amplitude was not affected by fatigue for any of the muscle regions in our study. One possible explanation is that factors downstream of the neuromuscular junction in the muscle fibres themselves became impaired during fatigue, despite the motor drive to the muscle (detected by the EMG signal) still being maintained at the same level. In this case, EMG amplitude and whole-muscle force generation could remain unchanged despite a reduction in the force-generating capacity of each fibre. Whole-muscle force would be maintained because the reduced shortening of the fascicles in the pMG would result in higher forces per fibre.

Lengthening (negative) work, but not shortening (positive) work, increased significantly for all three muscle regions (LG: 200% of non-fatigued; pMG: 206% of non-fatigued; dMG: 177% of non-fatigued) with fatigue (figure 2; p<0.05, t-test). A fatigued muscle is more susceptible to injury (Mair et al. 1996), and lengthening (eccentric) contractions can damage sarcomeres (Morgan 1990). In addition, the tension produced during a lengthening contraction is higher than either isometric or concentric contractions (Lindstedt et al. 2001), which are relevant to an animal’s physiological performance and evolutionary success.
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